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 Also he asks for his help in getting back to his home as he is a Chinese Monk. Bheem aids Ming in his mission. During their journey Bheem and Ming come across demons, mythical creatures, demons disguised as humans, Shere Khan and many more enemies. After many twists and turns, Ming eventually manages to go back home and reveals his real identity to his father. Cast Jayaram as Bheem
Naga Sastry as Monk Ming Sarathkumar as Pandiyan Manobala as Pandiyan's assistant Nandu as Monk Mangan Nagendra Prasad as Pandiyan's brother Kasi Viswanath Sathyaraj Chaplin Balu Thalaivasal Vijay as Uma Production The film was shot in 2013, initially featuring Akshara in the lead role, but she was replaced by Naga Sastry. Soundtrack The film's soundtrack was composed by Jerry Shri
with lyrics written by Na. Muthukumar and Muthayya and released in 2014. Reception The film received mixed reviews. Rediff.com gave it 3 out of 5 and wrote that the film has "some good moments, but as a whole, it is a poor effort." The Hindu wrote that the film is "a typical shōnen adventure flick" and that the movie "gets away with the title because the lead character is portrayed as a 13-year-
old boy." References External links Category:2015 films Category:Tamil-language films Category:Indian films Category:2010s action films Category:2010s adventure films Category:2010s romantic drama films Category:Indian action films Category:Indian adventure films Category:Indian romantic drama films Category:Directorial debut films Category:Films shot in Chennai Category:Films shot in

Tamil Nadu Category:2010s Tamil-language films Category:Tamil film scores by Vijay Antony Category:Films featuring an item numberQ: Github webhooks: How to get push status via webhook I've configured github webhooks to notify me about repository events, but I can't seem to find any documentation about how to get push status. I know I can do something like this: 82157476af
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